E-Procurement

A web-based platform that is designed to support your entire sourcing cycle from
requisiton to purchase order by managing RFx, e-auction, e-catalogs, contract
management and other critical processes.
Intengo e-procurement manages and controls the entire purchasing process from needs assessment to invoice
management. With our e-procurement solution you will increase your amount of spend under management very easily by
leveraging Software as a Service (SaaS) model, proven methodology, and a simple smart user interface.

What will e-procurement help you to achieve?
Save time & money
Eliminate thousands of paper or fax-based
communications and replace them with more
accurate and standardized electronic
documents. Workflow efficiencies and
electronic search capabilities drive process
efficiencies, dramatically lowering typical
purchasing cycle times.

Increase visibility
With our e-procurement solution, you can
customize processes and modules to fit your
unique purchasing processes and increase
your spend under management control. You
can have better procurement visibility and
easily receive any desired report about your
expenses.

Minimize maverick spending
By direct ordering for employees, the need to
“shop” around for products diminishes.
Purchasing department negotiates with
suppliers to ensure full compliance of products
and employees can place orders from their
desktops, all resulting in minimized maverick
spending.

Concentrate on strategic functions
By automating daily tasks, Intengo eprocurement allows purchasing department to
focus on strategic supplier relations. With eprocurement, corporate purchasing function
moves from being a cost center to becoming a
value-adding contributor to the corporate
bottom line.

“E-Procurement helps us to evaluate suppliers in a neutral zone. Without an effect of a person or
corporation, a truly objective competition between suppliers can be achieved. Price is being formed
by participants through bidding which helps reaching the lowest cost, by the suppliers own will.
This means the final price is the closest to the real minimum market price.”
Aygün Aközel
OYAK RENAULT - Purchasing Directorate Service Procurement and Logistics
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